Below follows some information on how to get about in Lille.

**Conference venue.**
M2 building, first floor, Salle de Réunion. Université de Lille, Campus Cité Scientifique, Villeneuve d’Ascq.

**Public transport.** Lille has buses, two metro lines and one tramway line. One ticket fits all and is valid for 1h00 after first usage. So you can hop from bus to metro or tramway with the same ticket. Buy tickets at vending machines in the train stations and in many metro stations.
Recommendation: buy a rechargeable card and charge it with tickets. It is advantageous to buy 10 tickets. Two or more people travelling together can use the same card: you can punch the card several times.

**Train stations.** There are two of them: Lille Flandres and Lille Europe. They are a five minute walk or one metro stop (line M2) apart. So arrival or departure from either is fine, when booking your trains.

**How to get from either train station to the hotel** Apart’City ConfortLille – Euralille (30, allée Vauban, 59110 La Madeleine)
Take the tramway in the direction Tourcoing or Roubaix (either will do). Get off at stop "Romarin". This is the third stop on the line, which starts at Lille Flandres. So: Lille Flandres – Lille Europe – Romarin.
From the tramway stop Romarin to the hotel is a 5 minute walk at most. Ask your phone to guide you.
Alternatives. You can take a taxi. Usually easier to find at Lille Flandres than at Lille Europe. You can also walk. About 20 to 30 minutes. But you need to cross over or under a big highway and it is not pleasant at night when you don't know where you are going.

**How to get from the hotel to the conference venue?**
Take the tramway to the Lille Flandres train station. Then, take metro line 1 (M1) in the direction of "Quatre cantons". Get off at the one but last stop, called "Cité Scientifique – Prof. Babillard – Stade Pierre Mauroy". It is a 15 minute metro ride. When leaving the metro station, follow the metro line (which is overhead on campus) to the south. After 150 meters the M1-M2-M3 buildings are on your right. M1 has a big antenna on it. M2 is just behind it.

See also attached plan.
This map has been obtained by typing « cité scientifique, Lille » in google maps.